
ITELY HAIRFASHION is committed to creating an eco-friendly environment as 
well as the use of emerging technologies in the production of its extensive 

line of environmentally friendly products.

250 Ohio River Blvd.   Baden, PA 15005
1-800-621-4859  www.itelyhairfashion.us
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MIRROR EFFECT

IMMEDIATE LAMINATING ACTION AND SILKY HAIR TREATMENT 
WITH A LIGHT LIQUID WATER-LIKE TEXTURE 

hyaluronic acid moringa seeds
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Magic Water is an instant conditioner with a unique smoothing action and light texture enriched with 
Hyaluronic acid and Moringa seeds. In a few seconds, it magically transforms hair with a bright and silky 

appearance and feel. Magic Water is ideal for all hair types delivering visible effects on the first application.  
Magic Water provides manageable, soft, shiny, and supple hair. 

Shampoo hair and rinse. Apply Magic Water abundantly and massage 7 seconds into hair from roots to ends 
(until a light foam appears), then rinse. If additional conditioner is needed, apply then rinse. 

DIRECTIONS
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